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Gregory Gerhart (above left) and Tara Kelly (above right)

What are you responsible for at PaTTAN? 
Gregory: I serve on the Blindness-Visual Impairment, Deaf-Blind, and Assistive 
Technology statewide initiatives. I also support PaTTAN's Short-Term Loan Office and 
AIM Center that loan assistive technology and accessible instructional materials (such 
as braille and large print) to eligible Pennsylvania students. 
 
Tara: I serve as the Project Lead for Pennsylvania's Deaf-Blind Project which offers a 
variety of training, technical assistance and resources to assist educators and families. 
 
What did you do prior to working at PaTTAN?   
Gregory: I previously worked as an itinerant teacher for the visually impaired with 
Lancaster-Lebanon IU13 before joining PaTTAN. I worked closely with educational 
teams to ensure that students with disabilities were able to fully access and participate 
in the educational curriculum.  
 
Tara: I received a master’s degree in Deaf Education from the National Technical 
Institute for the Deaf at Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, NY, and 
enjoyed working with students and families as a teacher, educational interpreter, and 
early interventionist. I earned a second master’s degree in Educational Leadership 
from Wilmington University and have been an administrator at intermediate unit and 
state programs for deaf/hard of hearing and deaf-blind students in Delaware and  

https://www.pattan.net/
https://www.pattan.net/
https://www.pattan.net/Disabilities/Blind-Visual-Impairment
https://www.pattan.net/Disabilities/Deaf-Blind
https://www.pattan.net/Assistive-Technology/AT-Decision-Making/Who-Can-Help
https://www.pattan.net/Assistive-Technology/AT-Decision-Making/Who-Can-Help
https://www.pattan.net/Assistive-Technology/AT-Acquisition/AT-and-Short-Term-Loan
https://www.pattan.net/Disabilities/Blind-Visual-Impairment/AIM-Center
https://www.pattan.net/Publications/The-Pennsylvania-Deaf-Blind-Project


 
 
 
Pennsylvania. Prior to joining PaTTAN, I was the Statewide Coordinator for Deaf/Hard 
of Hearing Services at Delaware Statewide Programs for the Deaf, Hard of Hearing, 
and Deaf-Blind. 
 
 
How does PaTTAN work with schools and teachers? 
PaTTAN offers a range of professional learning, training, and technical assistance 
services. Additionally, our educational consultants from our various initiative areas are 
available for consultations with school teams across the Commonwealth.  
 
 
Can you give examples of how you use technology to improve learning or make 
learning possible for students with disabilities? 
Technology has shifted what’s possible for students with disabilities both in and 
outside of the classroom. From video chat and real-time speech-to-text captioning 
making communication more accessible to students who are deaf or hard of hearing,  
to refreshable braille displays and electronic magnifiers that provide greater access to 
materials for our students who are blind or have low vision, our PaTTAN teams who 
work with our students with some of the most complex needs are able to provide a 
range of low and high-tech solutions.  
 
 
October is National Disability Employment Awareness Month – how do you help to 
prepare students with disabilities to find a job or career? 
One of the most important factors for preparing our students in becoming gainfully 
employed is having strong transition planning and support services in place as early as 
possible in their educational journey. Students must be able to explore possibilities and 
have direct instruction in the self-advocacy skills they need to be able to prepare for 
their future career paths. 
 
 
How do you support the families of students with disabilities? 
We are fortunate at PaTTAN to have Family Engagement Consultants on several of our 
initiatives who share the benefits of their wisdom and experience as parents of 
students with disabilities with families like theirs. Additionally, our Educational 
Consultants collaborate with school teams in supporting family engagement efforts 
and the PaTTAN Family Engagement Initiative specifically offers trainings and materials 
designed for families.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
What would you like parents and caregivers to know about PaTTAN? 
PaTTAN provides free supports for both families and their child’s school team; we can 
serve as a resource in many areas, including communication, literacy, student-led IEPs 
(Individualized Education Program), assistive technology, and more.  
 
Additionally, PaTTAN offers family-focused learning opportunities, such as scholarships 
to attend the annual High Expectations for Students with Low Incidence Disabilities 
(HELIX) Conference, the Pennsylvania Department of Education Conference, and the 
Pennsylvania Deaf-Blind Project Family Learning Conference, to name a few. 
 
 
How does Pennsylvania PBS support PaTTAN’s work? 
Through the current Connectivity to Learning initiative, Pennsylvania PBS is partnering 
with PaTTAN and other stakeholders throughout the Commonwealth in order to 
provide distance learning opportunities to Pennsylvania students who may not have 
access to internet in rural and other technologically underserved areas.  
 

 

https://www.pattan.net/training/conferences/helix-conference/
https://www.pattan.net/training/conferences/pennsylvania-department-of-education-conference/
https://www.pattan.net/Training/Conferences/Pennsylvania-Department-of-Education-Conferenc-1
file:///C:/Users/leros/OneDrive/Desktop/PA%20PBS/Reports/PAPBS_Connectivity_to_Learning_Report_9-30-2021.pdf

